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SECTION - I

All the flrst 10 questions are compulsory. they carry 1 mark each.

1. Find " ofthe functions f(x.y\ sin(xly).
dx

2. Determine wh elher y2dx | zxy dy isexact or not.

3. Detine Laplacian of a scalar field.

4. Find the gradient of the scalar fletd d=xy2z3.

5. Find the divergence of the vector field.

a = xyt y'zl + x'zK.

6. Find cosh(ix)

7. Write the imaginary part of ez.

P,T-O.

--1



8. State de moivres theorem.

1-v2
e. Evaluate I lax dy

2v-2

10. Change the cartesian integral.

t ,i-7
J Jdy ax into polar integrals.
-1 .[1 7

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - II

Answer any eight questioni each questions carry 2 marks.

1'1. Find thetotal differential of the function f(x,y)-sinx+3y2.

'12. Using chain rule {ind 9 gives f(x,y;=a'y, rqt'1="or1 ,lz(f)=sinf .' dt'
13. State Taylors theorem for two variables x and y.

14. Determine the stationery points of the function f(x, y) = y2 x2 and describe the
nature of the function of those points.

15. Find the velocity and acceleration at time f = | of a particle which moves along a

curve whose position vector at time t is

r(t) = a cosli + bs ntl + ctk.

16.. Find the curl ofthe vector field.

a . (y2 cos x - z31i - (2y sin x - +1j t (3x22 +2)i

17. Prove div(gradd)=v20.

18. Find the solution of the equation z3 = 1

19. Find a expression for cos3 A in terms of cos3A and cosd.

20. Evaluate Ln(l).
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21. Find the Jacobian 4x'4 e116s trsn5formation x=ucosv, y = u sinv
a@,v\

.1nt

22 Evaluale I t l v sinzdx dv dz.JJJ'

- 000

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)

sEcTtoN - flr

Answer any six questions. Each question carry 4 marks.

23. Find the total derivative ofthe function f(x,y,z)=xyz, y =sin-f x,z=x2.

24. Find the Taylor expanslon, up to quadratic terms in x and y of f(x,y1=s'66s,
about the point (0,0).

25. Find the greatest and smallest value the function t(x,y\= xy takes on the ellipse

x- f- -t82
26. Find the directional derivative of O=xy2z x2yz3 al the point ( 1,2,1) in the

direction 3i+j-4[.
/1\ - i27. Fot r xi .yj -zk and il=r showthat rl r - ; .

\r) r'
28. Find all the nrh roots of unity.

29. Find the closed form expression for the inverse hyperbolic function / = tanh-1 x.

30. Evaluate t = llf'z Ox al where R is the region bounded by y =2x, y =5x and
,R

x'2.
42

3'1. Evaluate the double integral / = J JAy Ox . etso reverse the order of integration
O xl2

and show lhal same result is obtained.

(6x4=24Marks)
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32. (al

SECTION . IV

Answer any two questions, Each questions carry 15 marks

Find the maxima, minima and saddle point of the function
2x3 +2y3 -9x2 +3y2 -Py.
Find the stationary points pf f(x,y,z'1= yy7 subject to constraints
g(x,y,z)= y 1 y'r7 =40 and h(x,y,z)= x +y z =0.

Evaluate the laplacian ofthe funclion V(x,y.zl=
zx2

x2+y2+22

4

(b)

(a) directly by cartesian coordinates and

(b) after changing to spherical polar coordinate system.

Verify that the two methods gives the same result.

34. (a) Find the volume of the tetrahedron bounded by the three coordinate

surfaces x=0, y=O and z=0 andtheplane L*l*Z=l'abc

(b) Evaluate the double integral

t = llta + 1Fi Ex dy where R is the region bounded by the circle

x2 +y2 -22

Draw the graph of sinh x, cosechx.

Use de moivres theorem to prove that

cos4d = Scosa 0 - 8cos2 a+ 1

Solve the equation 23 - 2 = O

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

35. (a)

(b)

(c)
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